1995 300zx

I've owned many cars the last 30 years, but none of them comes close to the all around feeling I
got while driving my zx Conv. I'm 6ft3" and weigh pounds and people couldn't believe I drove
such a small car untill they saw how much room their actually was. It felt like you were sitting in
the cockpit of a fighter jet. Purchased this car 2 months ago. It's not Turbo but it sure is fast.
Have not had any serious problems out of this car yet. The design is out of this world for a car.
Customizing this car is easy and fun. I will be doing an engine swap for a TT engine soon. I
owned an 07 Z but I love this car more because of the price for one, and the fact that it is
becoming more and more rare daily. Most people think that this car is newer than it really is
because of the look. If you ever ask anyone who has owned this car they will say they love it. It
handles like a dream. If you can find a TT version buy it and cherish it I bought this car about 7
years ago. Man what a sports car. I have the non turbo and it still flies and kicks the crap out of
most cars on the road. I highly recommend this car for anyone looking for a not so expensive
super fun car to drive. Two words " Buy It! Acceleration is like an on off switch, no one can keep
up. Sytling is timeless. Mechanically fantastic, althought electronics like radio, power antenna
and lighter are suspect. Love this car and would keep it till it died if it weren't for a kid on the
way. Find one, buy one. I just purchased this 95 zx a couple days ago but so far I have mixed
feelings about the vehicle. It's a very beautiful car, it runs great, but it's leaking oil and I still
dont know where the leak is. And the engine check light is going on and off. I hope its nothing
serious. I still love the car though. It runs so strong and smooth. I have always been obsessed
with the toyota supra but this zx has changed my mind and I regret that I didn't buy this vehicle
sooner. It's very well built and I admire the person who engineered this beautiful vehicle.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the ZX. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Cons acceleration climate control. Items per page:. Sponsored cars related to the ZX. Sign Up.
Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Please visit our website at
selectmotorswichita. Stop on in and find out how truly easy it is to Save with Select.
Description: Used Nissan ZX. Originally sold in Kansas in where it resided until coming here to
Naples in late We used it as a showroom piece showing the connection between Nissan and
Infiniti, but now it's time for it to find a lifelong caretaker. The ZX has remained inside our
airconditioned showroom since then. Please contact us for any additional photos, videos or
information on this unique ZX. Stop by at Naples Blvd, Naples, Florida It looks like the only
vehicles matching your search at this time are over miles away. Consider expanding your
search or save this search to get notified when matching inventory is available. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Type Hatchback 2 Convertible 1. Trim Base 2 GS 1. Engine Details Transmission Manual 2.
Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive 3. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings.
Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Showing 1 - 3 out of 3 listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. I've owned many cars the last 30 years, but none of them comes close to the all around
feeling I got while driving my zx Conv. I'm 6ft3" and weigh pounds and people couldn't believe I
drove such a small car untill they saw how much room their actually was. It felt like you were
sitting in the cockpit of a fighter jet. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. The Sales Staff was extremely helpful and professional. Pleasant people to
deal with. Cars going off the lot ,like heat out the door!! Thanks boys!! Very Courteous. Called
back to let us know down payment was more than we could afford!! Dealer posted a red jeep
liberty as ready for sale. I contacted the dealer and the car needed repairs that doubled the
original price.. The prices from this dealer are not aacurate. It was a waste of time talking with
them for 2 days.. I mad an offer on a vehicle and Steve called me directly to discuss it. He was
very professional and treated me respectfully even though we were not able to make the
purchase. I look forward to continuing to watch his inventory for what we are looking for. Thank
you Steve! They post pictures of vehicles on the outside and non of the interior to show
damaged areas. On the outside the Honda looked amazing and well taken care of but the inside
was awful and torn up seats even wear and tear by the handle of doors. Not worth the asking
price. Johnathan and Pam were great. Owner willing to negotiate. Their shop replaced front
break pads before Purchase. Allowed mobile mechanic to thoroughly check Car before
purchasing. Couldn't have asked for a better experience. It was a pleasure working with them.
Julia was completely honest and helpful with the process. The car was advertised and then
taken off as they were fixing a recall. Julia then introduced me to Tyler who sold me the car.
Tyler then delivered the car 75 miles North, do to them replacing the windshield as a condition
to the sale. I would be the first to admit I am not easy and have walked away from 7 other deals
do to different issues. Great folks and real car guys. This is the place you want to go for a great
deal and amazing customer service. Very transparent and made us very comfortable. The worst

cars dealer ,he has a small dirty office with no cars. In my first visit he asked me to wait for him
under the sun in front of another company and after while he brought the car from another
location. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Nissan ZX listings in your area Search Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller:
Shawn. CarGurus Pay. Authorized Nissan Dealer. Private Seller: Steele. Knoxville, TN Message
Seller. Why Use CarGurus? Nissan SX For Sale 2 listings. By , the ZX twin turbo was already
among the fastest street cars available in the U. Veteran Nissan racer Steve Millen and his
STILLEN performance company took a limited number of these cars and added boost to kick
engine performance up to hp, stiffened the suspension and added brake capacity to make an
already fast car even better on every kind of road. Its time of 5. To the casual observer, peering
under the hood all seems normal, however SMZ took this engine and increased horsepower by
65 horses. With the end game always being to not ruin the gilded lily of the original Nissan ZX
design, SMZ carefully added the hp and handling as well as a few other surprises. Exterior Save
for the tall rear wing, other exterior variations on the original are not all that easy to spot
initially. A mock louvered nose panel, more aggressive front spoiler, a voluptuous rocker panel,
rear valance plastic, and Yokohama wheels the exterior has undergone the transformation to
SMZ. Oh, don't forget the large rear spoiler. All panels are bathed in red, and a removable dual
smoked glass panel T top is on this car. A nice overall aero design is achieved, and the car
appears to have a much newer design that its model year. Interior Inside the car, you'll notice
the major change is the abundance of carbon fiber cladding on the door panels on the handle
surrounds, center console and gear shift knob. Sliding into the seats, you'll notice the large
alloy pedals below, and power controls for the seats on your outside. Black leather with some
nice folds and slight aging make these chairs appear to be an old friend with their state of wear
and condition which is overall very nice. The dash is very much original and unaltered by the
conversion, as is the steering wheel. In the back of the suede covered seat tub surrounds is a
small storage area which is carpeted like the floors in black clean carpeting. Drivetrain A ci twin
turbo 6-cylinder engine with EFI is inside the engine compartment and has an attached 5-speed
manual transmission. An aluminum free flow exhaust system gives this Stillen a more enhanced
burble than the stock ZX makes, and an enhanced intake manifold makes breathing a bit easier.
Undercarriage All sound underneath, we see no rust, and nice patina surfaces. Stillen
suspension is wearing higher rate springs and stiffer anti roll bars. Power disc brakes are all
around. Drive-Ability A very quick response is what you'll get from this car over the standard
ZX. More power, smooth acceleration, and fab handling have this car tracking straight when you
get a little heavy with the pedal. All functions were working famously, and it is a head turner
with that rear spoiler, not often seen on the standard ZX. Take an already popular car, and beef
it up courtesy Stillen, and now you've got a gift horse which you can look directly in the mouth,
and you'll see the eye of the tiger! Bah dump dum! Classic Auto Mall is a ,square foot classic
and special interest automobile showroom, featuring over vehicles for sale with showroom
space for up to 1, vehicles. Also, a vehicle barn find collection is on display. This vehicle is
located in our showroom in Morgantown, Pennsylvania, conveniently located just 1-hour west
of Philadelphia on the I Pennsylvania Turnpike. The website is Please contact us anytime for
more information or to come see the vehicle in person. Deposit: Buyer must contact us within
24 hours of accepted offer, and make arrangements for payment at that time. Payment of
Balance Due: The remainder is due plus applicable fees and taxes within 7 days. If no contact is
made within 24 hours we reserve the right to re-list the vehicle or sell it otherwise. All financial
transactions must be completed before delivery of the vehicle. Additional Fees and Taxes: All
Pennsylvania residents must pay applicable state and local tax, title and license fees. Out of
state buyers are responsible for their own state taxes and fees. Shipping: The buyer is
responsible for all shipping charges unless otherwise documented on the sales agreement. We
will assist the buyer with finding a shipping company. We assume no responsibility for
damages incurred after leaving our premises. If the vehicle is going to be shipped, full payment
must be received before the vehicle is delivered to the shipping company. Buyer's Inspection:
Every effort has been made to accurately and fairly describe this vehicle to you. Classic Auto
Mall, Inc. Please be advised that used vehicles will have typical scratches and dings inherent for

their year and mechanical parts are subject to fail. Buyer is responsible for any inspection
charges and fees. Warranty: Unless otherwise stated in the vehicle description, this vehicle is
being sold "as is". No representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any
representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Notice to Bidders: We
reserve the right to cancel all bids and end the auction early should the
2000 camry fuse diagram
2004 ford focus fuse box diagram
fuse block circuit diagram
vehicle no longer be available for sale. We will end auctions early should a vehicle be sold at
the dealership.. Placing a Bid: Your bid constitutes a legally binding contract to purchase this
vehicle. Please do not bid if you are not seriously interested or financially able to purchase this
vehicle. Bid Retractions: Bid retractions are not allowed nor will be recognized within 12 hours
of auctions end. Seller will not be obligated to sell in the event of a late retraction. Negative
Feedback Bidders: We do not allow bidding from negative feedback bidders. New bidders with
zero feedback rating should email us or call us prior to bidding. Non-Paying Bidder: If the
deposit is not received within 48 hours of the close of auction or if the balance is not paid in full
within 7 days following the close of auction, we reserve the right to re-list the vehicle or sell the
vehicle to the next highest bidder or another qualified buyer. Home Inventory Consignment
Storage. Events Finance Contact Us.

